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A big item in the news is the topic of identity fraud. Many of our clients have asked us to email them forms or statements
with their personal information pre-printed, and our answer is always "no". We can send you an "encrypted" email, but
these may be difficult to open. So our options are: To send these requests via fax; To mail them to you; or leave off the
personal information or black it out and then email. This is being done to protect you. Many organizations have begun to
offer personal "pin" numbers. For example: the IRS ( ) and Social Security Administration (www.ssa.gov).www.irs.gov
You can go online to the website and set up a "pin". This is another level of protection to safeguard your identity. 

In talking with our clients, we have gathered the following tips for making smart financial decisions. Don't live beyond
your means. Start early when saving for retirement. Be educated when it comes to making financial decisions. Only buy a
home that you can afford. Protect you and your family by taking advantage of life and disability insurance. Just because a
friend, a neighbor, etc. has made a purchase, don't think you need that item. Don't fund college accounts at the expense of
funding retirement accounts. Make sure your Will and other legal documents are in order. Don't co-sign loans for your
adult children. Don't dip into the equity in your home or your retirement accounts before you really have to. Keep
informed as to how and when to apply for Social Security benefits and Medicare. Know what your choices are for
healthcare coverage in retirement. . Call us with yourWe are available to be a sounding board for these issues
questions before you act.

Please call us to schedule a date and time convenient for you for us to review your accounts for fine tuning.

If you are not receiving our monthly e-Newsletter, please check your spam filter to make sure that both my e-mail address
( ) and Eileen's e-mail address ( ) are being delivered.steven.feiertag@LPL.com eileen.feiertag@LPL.com

We always appreciate referrals from our satisfied clients. Please consider referring your friends, business partners, and
family members. We welcome the opportunity to serve the people you care about. All of your information will be kept
confidential, and the time we devote to serving them will not dilute the time needed to serve you. Please visit our website
( ) and if you like what you see, pass this on to your contacts. Thank you for your continuedwww.stevenfeiertag.com
business and support.
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Securities offered through LPL Financial. Member FINRA/SIPC.

 

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or
recommendations for any individual.

 

This information is not intended to be a substitute for specific individual tax advice. We suggest that you discuss your
specific tax issues with a qualified tax advisor.

 

LPL Tracking #1-408370

http://www.irs.gov/
http://www.stevenfeiertag.com/
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Client Letter: Market Volatility | August 2015

 
August 24, 2015

 

Dear Valued Client:

August brings with it the end of summer, but in recent years, bouts of stock market volatility have been common. It is
quite normal for stock prices to decline at some point almost every year. In 30 of the 34 calendar years since 1980, the
stock market, as measured by the S&P 500 Index, declined into negative territory at some point. At times like these, when
markets are moving lower, we need to remind ourselves that market downturns are part of investing. However, the
duration of the current bull market with its lack of notable pullbacks has made us more sensitive to any pullback. Four
years have passed since the last correction (a decline of more than 10%) in August 2011. Yet, these downturns in the
markets are typical and actually serve as a foundation from which markets can move higher. Periods of volatile markets
were likely to increase in 2015, but this does not indicate that it is the end of the economic cycle or the bull market that
we have found ourselves in following the Great Recession. 

A combination of worries has led to the latest episode of market turbulence, including:

China slowdown fears: As the world's second largest economy, the market has become concerned with the steadily
slowing economic conditions in China. Due to China's currency being pegged to the strong U.S. dollar, the Chinese yuan
appreciated and created a strong headwind for China's export-oriented economy. These slowing economic conditions
have created concern that China will not be able to continue to achieve strong levels of economic output. However, unlike
Europe and Japan, which have already aggressively been embarking on accommodative policies to spur economic
growth, China has just begun to utilize its significant capacity to unveil monetary and fiscal policies as an
economy-boosting growth driver. 

Lower oil prices: The market is concerned that lower oil prices signal the return of deflation. However, cheaper energy
costs are a benefit to consumers who enjoy cheaper prices at the pumps, and businesses find manufacturing costs lower
given more modest energy input costs. Thus, the decline in oil prices, largely on the back of increased supply given the
energy renaissance unfolding in the United States, is a bigger economic and earnings benefit than drag.   

Earnings slowdown: Oil price declines weigh heavily on the earnings of energy companies, which have dragged down
profit growth to a near standstill. However, the underlying strength of corporate America is masked behind the likely
transitory headwinds caused by the energy industry. In fact, excluding the energy sector, S&P 500 company earnings
grew at a strong 9% year-over-year in the second quarter of 2015, and we believe the overall earnings picture will only
improve over the remainder of 2015.

A first interest rate hike: The possibility of a Federal Reserve (Fed) interest rate increase in September, even if low, has
added to investors' concerns. The Fed is unlikely to be hasty and the release of its July meeting minutes suggested some
apprehension over a potential September rate hike. We believe the Fed will take note of global events and hold off from
raising interest rates until later this year or early next.  

Despite these transitory issues that are contributing to market concerns, U.S. economic data still point to continued
expansion. The current economic recovery has been gradual by historical comparison, but the benefit is that the slower
pace of recovery has contained the excesses that typically accompany the end of a bull market or economic expansion. It
is these excesses, not age, that end bull markets. The economic data demonstrate that we are not overspending,
overhiring, overbuilding, or creating any of the other "over" conditions that lead to excesses. The market valuations were
getting a bit overheated-though not to excess levels-and this pullback resets those valuations to more normal levels. All
economic indicators to date point to us being just past half time of this economic cycle so there is more potential for
positive market returns. 

While volatility may linger until we get the next major economic data release on September 4, 2015 (the August jobs
report), we believe the significant selling we have experienced in the past few days represents investor capitulation and
likely presents an attractive entry point into stocks. But, as investors with long-term horizons, we look for those strong
returns that come with long-term market exposure. However, in order to garner those gains, we have to weather the
volatility. Therefore, we need to maintain our long-term focus and perspective as we move through some of these market
bumps.

As always, if you have questions, please contact me. 

 

 

All economic performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results. 

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide or be construed as
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providing specific investment advice or recommendations. Any economic forecasts set forth may not develop as predicted.

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial.

Securities offered through LPL Financial. Member FINRA/SIPC.

Tracking #1-413328  (Exp. 08/16)
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Weekly Market Commentary | Week of August 31, 2015

 

KEY TAKEAWAYS

This week we answer the top 12 investor questions in response to the S&P 500's 12% correction.
We expect the U.S. economic expansion and bull market may continue through year-end, despite the latest stock
market correction and China uncertainty.
We reiterate our forecast for stocks to produce mid- to high-single-digit returns in 2015.

12 QUESTIONS FOR A 12% CORRECTION

The recent market downdraft and related uncertainty in China have led to many investor questions. The strong 6.5%
rebound in the S&P 500 over the last three trading sessions (August 26, 27, 28, 2015) has cut the S&P 500's losses from
the 2015 peak (2130 on May 21, 2015) to 6.7%. In response to the S&P 500's recent 12% correction--the first decline of
more than 10% since 2011--we answer 12 investor questions. Bottom line, we do not expect the latest correction and
China uncertainty to lead to the end of the U.S. economic expansion or the end of the six-and-a-half-year old bull market.
We reiterate our forecast for stocks to produce mid- to high-single-digit returns in 2015* on improving earnings over the
second half of 2015 and into 2016.

*Historically since WWII, the average annual gain on stocks has been 7-9%. Thus, our forecast is in-line with average
stock market growth. We forecast a 5-9% gain, including dividends, for U.S. stocks in 2015 as measured by the S&P 500.
This gain is derived from mid-single-digit earnings per share (EPS) gains for S&P 500 companies. Earnings gains are
supported by our expectation of improved global economic growth and stable profit margins in 2015.

12 QUESTIONS

1. Will the slowdown in the Chinese economy send the U.S. economy into recession? We do not think so, especially
given our belief that China will continue to add stimulus, both monetary and fiscal, to shore up its economy and markets.
The indicators that we watch--in particular the Leading Economic Index (LEI) discussed in the recent Weekly Economic

--continue to point solidly toward U.S. economic expansion for at least the next "Forecast for Clear Skies"Commentary,
12-18 months, and we believe the next recession may be a good bit further out than that. (U.S. gross domestic product
[GDP] grew 3.7% during the second quarter of 2015 and is on track to grow about 2.5% in the third quarter.)

Putting China into economic perspective, the country is the destination for only about 7% of U.S. exports, about
one-fourth the amount that goes to Europe and Japan [Figure 1], which means that the Chinese economy directly
represents less than 1% of U.S. GDP. As a result, the overall impact on U.S. corporate profits from slower growth in
China is likely to be limited (outside of the commodity-linked sectors). A weaker yuan may even result in cost savings for
U.S. multinationals sourcing supplies in China. (China devalued its currency on August 11, 2015.)

 

2. Will the latest stock market correction lead to the end of the bull market? We do not think so. Bear markets are
almost always accompanied by recession, which we do not expect for quite some time. We do not see evidence of the
excesses in the U.S. economy or financial markets (e.g., in terms of leverage, confidence, or spending) that have
historically led to bear markets and recessions. We do not believe the slowdown we are seeing in China's economy is
enough to outweigh improving growth in the U.S., Europe, and Japan in 2015 and 2016, and we expect global growth to
continue to improve gradually over the next 18 months.

http://lpl-research.com/~rss/LPL_RSS_Feeds_Publications/WEC/Weekly_Economic_Commentary_08242015.pdf
http://lpl-research.com/~rss/LPL_RSS_Feeds_Publications/WEC/Weekly_Economic_Commentary_08242015.pdf
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3. Are you sticking with your 5-9% total return forecast for the S&P 500 in 2015? Yes. We continue to expect
improved U.S. economic growth and second half earnings gains to propel stocks to mid- to high-single-digit total returns
in 2015. Other possible factors we expect to be supportive: 1) better growth in Europe and Japan (along with the potential
for more stimulus), 2) low interest rates that make bonds relatively less attractive than stocks, 3) a Federal Reserve (Fed)
that may keep rates "lower for longer," 4) low but stable oil prices, 5) historically strong fourth quarter seasonality, and 6)
price-to-earnings multiples that have fallen to long-term average levels.

4. Do you expect China to do more to stimulate its economy and markets? Yes. But the bigger question is: Will it
work? Efforts thus far have been met with mixed success; however, we expect the Chinese government to do more,
including fiscal stimulus, to help stabilize its economy and markets, and we believe it will eventually be successful. Three
things to keep in mind: 1) the Chinese stock market is disconnected from the Chinese and global economy; 2) stimulus
works with a lag; and 3) the Shanghai Composite A-share market (mainland Chinese stock market) is actually up year to
date, despite dropping more than 40% from mid-June through late August [Figure 2]. The index rose about 160% in the
12 months leading up to the bear market decline that began June 15, 2015.

 

5. Will China's currency be devalued further and, if so, what might the impact be? China will likely again widen its
currency trading band, which will effectively be a devaluation given the peg to the U.S. dollar is keeping the Chinese
currency artificially strong. We would expect additional moves to be gradual and have limited impact on the U.S. given
the small amount of U.S. exports to China. The move has the benefit of lowering costs for U.S. companies sourcing
goods in China and may help support U.S. company profit margins. The biggest impact may be on other Asian nations
competing with China in trade.

6. Besides more China stimulus, what potential fundamental catalysts do you see that could help stocks continue
last week's turnaround? U.S. economic data for August to be released in September (Institute for Supply Management
[ISM] Purchasing Managers' Index on September 1 and the jobs report on September 4), the start of third quarter earnings
season (late September), and the upcoming Fed meeting (September 17) are among potential market catalysts. In
addition, more stimulus from central banks in Europe and Japan remains a possibility.

7. Does this latest bout of market volatility change the Fed's timetable for interest rate hikes? Perhaps. We had
previously expected the Fed to begin raising rates in December 2015, with September a possibility. We now think
September may be off the table and early 2016 may be a possibility. More importantly, the trajectory of future hikes is
likely to be gradual. Regardless of when the first hike arrives, we continue to see the Fed as a very manageable risk for
stocks this year.

8. What are some attractive buying opportunities resulting from the latest declines? With most everything "on sale,"
we increasingly like what we have liked best all year--U.S. large cap growth stocks. At the sector level, that means
technology, industrials, consumer discretionary, and biotech, which we would expect to outperform should stocks move
higher over the balance of 2015. We also continue to like high-yield bonds on the fixed income side, where we see value
amid energy sector default fears.

9. Should I sell my emerging market equities positions due to Chinese weakness? For suitable investors, we suggest
holding on to modest emerging market equities positions due to the long-term value in the asset class. Although it may
take some time for that value to be realized, we expect additional bold stimulus from China, eventual (hopefully fairly
soon) stabilization in commodity prices, and the export boost from weaker currencies to help spur the next move higher
in emerging markets, particularly in Asia.
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10. Is 1998 a good comparison to 2015? In some respects, yes. That year, not unlike today, an Asian currency crisis
drove sharp losses overseas and contributed to the S&P 500 being down year to date at the end of August. The index
rallied sharply during the last four months of that year to end 1998 with a stellar 27% gain. We are certainly not
suggesting we'll get a rally like that (a series of Fed rate cuts in late 1998  is one major difference between then and now,
in addition to burgeoning internet mania). But we do believe U.S. stocks have the potential to stage a rally and end the
year with respectable gains, despite China's currency devaluation and its increased economic significance.

11. What technical indicators are you watching to indicate stocks have bottomed? The 14-day Relative Strength
Index (RSI-14), a technical momentum indicator that compares the magnitude of recent gains with recent losses in an
attempt to determine overbought and oversold conditions, has reached severe oversold levels [Figure 3], increasing the
likelihood of a short-term bottom (below 30 is considered oversold). In order to confirm a short-term bottoming process,
we are looking for a series of higher highs and higher lows on both the price and the RSI(14), strengthening breadth
(broad participation), and high-volume positive sessions. To identify a reversal of the latest downtrend, we are watching
for the S&P 500 to sustain a close back above its 50- and 200-day moving averages and a daily RSI(14) reading above
50.

 

12. Is negative investor sentiment signaling a buying opportunity? The American Association of Individual Investors
(AAII) bull/bear survey currently shows a very low percentage of bulls, with a four-week average of 28.5% [Figure 4]. At
more than one standard deviation below the long-term average reading of 40%, this smaller percentage of bulls,
corresponding to a high level of pessimism, has historically indicated a potential contrarian buying opportunity. For
comparison, even during the financial crisis in 2008-2009, the percentage of bulls bottomed at about 20%.
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or
recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult your
financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results.

The economic forecasts set forth in the presentation may not develop as predicted and there can be no guarantee that
strategies promoted will be successful.

Investing in stock includes numerous specific risks including: the fluctuation of dividend, loss of principal, and potential
liquidity of the investment in a falling market.

Investing in foreign and emerging markets securities involves special additional risks. These risks include, but are not
limited to, currency risk, geopolitical risk, and risk associated with varying accounting standards. Investing in emerging
markets may accentuate these risks.

Because of its narrow focus, specialty sector investing, such as healthcare, financials, or energy, will be subject to
greater volatility than investing more broadly across many sectors and companies.

Bonds are subject to market and interest rate risk if sold prior to maturity. Bond and bond mutual fund values and yields
will decline as interest rates rise and bonds are subject to availability and change in price.

High-yield/junk bonds are not investment-grade securities, involve substantial risks, and generally should be part of the
diversified portfolio of sophisticated investors.

Currency risk is a form of risk that arises from the change in price of one currency against another. Whenever investors
or companies have assets or business operations across national borders, they face currency risk if their positions are not
hedged.

Commodity-linked investments may be more volatile and less liquid than the underlying instruments or measures, and
their value may be affected by the performance of the overall commodities baskets as well as weather, geopolitical
events, and regulatory developments.

Technical analysis is a methodology for evaluating securities based on statistics generated by market activity, such as
past prices, volume, and momentum, and is not intended to be used as the sole mechanism for trading decisions.
Technical analysts do not attempt to measure a security's intrinsic value, but instead use charts and other tools to identify
patterns and trends. Technical analysis carries inherent risk, chief amongst which is that past performance is not
indicative of future results. Technical analysis should be used in conjunction with fundamental analysis within the
decision making process and shall include but not be limited to the following considerations: investment thesis,
suitability, expected time horizon, and operational factors, such as trading costs, are examples.

INDEX DESCRIPTIONS

The Standard & Poor's 500 Index is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure performance of
the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major
industries.

The Institute for Supply Management (ISM) Index is based on surveys of more than 300 manufacturing firms by the
Institute of Supply Management. The ISM Manufacturing Index monitors employment, production inventories, new
orders, and supplier deliveries. A composite diffusion index is created that monitors conditions in national manufacturing
based on the data from these surveys.

The Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite Index is a capitalization-weighted index. The index tracks the daily price
performance of all A-shares and B-shares listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange. The index was developed on December
19, 1990 with a base value of 100. Index trade volume on Q is scaled down by a factor of 1000.

DEFINITIONS

The Leading Economic Index is a monthly publication from the Conference Board that attempts to predict future
movements in the economy based on a composite of 10 economic indicators whose changes tend to precede changes in
the overall economy.
Price to forward earnings is a measure of the price-to-earnings ratio (PE) using forecasted earnings for the PE
calculation.

Overbought: A technical condition that occurs when prices are considered too high and susceptible to a decline.
Overbought conditions can be classified by analyzing the chart pattern or with indicators such as the Relative Strength
Index (RSI). A security is sometimes considered overbought when the Relative Strength Index (RSI) exceeds 70. It is
important to keep in mind that overbought is not necessarily the same as being bearish. It merely infers that the stock has
risen too far too fast and might be due for a pullback. The caveat is that sometimes when prices are in an overbought
condition they may stay that way until the trend reverses, which is classified as momentum.

Oversold: A technical condition that occurs when prices are considered too low and ready for a rally. Oversold
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conditions can be classified by analyzing the chart pattern or with indicators such as the Relative Strength Index (RSI). A
security is sometimes considered oversold when the Relative Strength Index (RSI) is less than 30. It is important to keep
in mind that oversold is not necessarily the same as being bullish. It merely infers that the stock has fallen too far too fast
and potentially may be due for a reaction rally. The caveat is that sometimes when prices are in an oversold condition
they may stay that way until the trend reverses, which is classified as momentum.

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial.

To the extent you are receiving investment advice from a separately registered independent investment advisor, please
note that LPL Financial is not an affiliate of and makes no representation with respect to such entity.

Not FDIC or NCUA/NCUSIF Insured | No Bank or Credit Union Guarantee | May Lose Value | Not Guaranteed by Any
Government Agency | Not a Bank/Credit Union Deposit

Tracking #1-415920 (Exp. 08/16)



The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific advice or
recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you, consult your
financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results. All
indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.

LPL Financial, Member FINRA/SIPC
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